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ABSTRÀCT

The objectives of this thesis are (1) to determine the

shadow prices for protein, fat and cholesterol, Q) to use

these implicit prices to estimate the demand for nutrients

and (3) to test for the stability of the demand parameters

over time. The implicit prices for the nutrients are esti-
mated using the hedonic model. Elasticities are derived from

the linear expenditure system using three stage least

squares in order to account for the endogeneity of implicit
prices and expenditure for nutrients. The econonetric

results suggest that ('1 ) consumers have been valuing protein

positively for the entire period 1960-1987; (2) energy is

consistently valued negatively; (3) fat has an ambiguous

valuation due to its dual role as a nutrient and a taste

enhancer and (4) cholesterol is positively valued up to the

late 70's and is negatively valued for the 80's. The cross

price elasticities suggest that littIe substitution takes

place among nulrients. Income elasticities indicate that

protein, fat and energy are normal goods while cholesLerol

appears to be an inferior good. Own price elasticities for

protein, fat and cholesterol have the expected sign and are

very high. Energy has a positive own price elasticity. The

hypothesis of stabilily for nutrient demand parameters r+as

ro'io¡l-a¡l¡eJeveeu.

- IV -
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Chapter I

BÀCKGROUND AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Consumer demand theory hinges on one concept and one princi-
ple: ordinal utility and its rnaximization under some

resource constraints. Traditionally, utility is assumed to

be derived from the consumption of one or multiple goods.

In 1 956 K.J. Lancaster levelled serious criticisms

against the standard consumer theory. He proposed a nevl

approach to consumer theory with "a model set out as a gen-

eral repracement of the traditionar analysis (which renains

as a special case), rather than as a special solution to a

special problem. The chief novelty lies in breaking away

from the traditional approach that goods are the direct

object of utility and instead supposing that it is the prop-

erties or characteristics of the goods from which utility
derived." (PP. 132-157)

Àpplied to food demand analysis the theory predicts that

consumers are not interested in meats as such but in charac-

teristics such as their nutritional content. This is all the

more important given the heatth awareness of many people. Às

Zaf.ír i ou notes :

1
-t
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"Àn increase in the health-consciousness of con-
sumers is another reason given for declining red
meat consumption. There has been an increase in
the number of Canadians who regularly exercise, a
decl ine in the proport ion who ãmoke and an
increase in the popularity of l_ow calories and lowfat foods ." (food market commentary,lgB5: 20-35).

In the same vein, a survey conducted by Àctionable Market

Research in 1985 concluded that hearth is the number one

concern among consumers of beef because its fat and choles-

terol content are thought to be

di sease.

contributing to coronary

The above thoughts can be generalized to other food com-

modities and suggest the fundamental idea that the value

attached to food products is crosely rerated to their nutri-
tional content (henceforth refered to as characteristics).

Economic agents have an intuitive knowi.edge of this rela-

tion. Evidence exists in the riterature to the effect that
(1) consumers are willing to pay more for food as nutrition-
al value increases (Eastwood et ô1, 1986) and (2) market

researchers, advertisers and rnanufacturers "also act as

though they berieve that knowledge (or berief in) of the

intrinsic properties of goods is rerevant to the way consum-

ers will react towards them. " (Lancaster , 1966 pp.

132-157).

At the policy level, the public authority has acknowl-

edged the importance of nutrient data. The extensive use of

nutrient data in dietary studies, nutrition education and

food policy formulation testify to this fact (rood Market
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commentary, vo]3, no4, 1981). The growing rel-evance of food

nutrients in public poricy and personal use led Àgriculture

canada (1981) to arrange a research contract to (1) evalu-

ate, describe and propose improvements to the data base

rerating to the nutritional aspects of food prices and food

use and Q) include comments on the data relating to nut-

rient conposition, food disappearance, food consumption and

food prices. The impricit objective was to design a food

basket that would meet the nutritional requirement at mini-

mum cost.

The idea of nutritious food baskets is not recent (1.c.

Robbins, Food Market commentary, 1981). The Montrear Diet

Dispensary was the first institution (1953) to buiLd a food

basket to assist poor families to select a nutritious diet

at minimum cost. since then, the government has been active

in designing food policies based on the nutrient-food-cost

relations. In '1973, the Federal government established the

Food Price Review Board(rpns). Its objectives were to moni-

tor rapidly increasing food prices and to determine the

effects of inflation on the diet of canadians. The FpRB com-

missioned a study with the specific aoal of deveroping a

method to determine the cost of feeding canadians an accep-

tabre and nutritionally adequate diet. The study concluded

that most canadian families were spending more than neces-

sary for a nutritious diet. The FpRB buirt lhe retail food

al home price index and,56 of 68 commodities covered by the
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index were in the nutritious basket recommended by the FpRB.

Essentially, this v¡as meant to induce consumers to serect

food products not for their own sake but for the nutrients

they embodied

0n the government's part the desire to link food strategy

to nutrition was explicit in a 1979 cabinet discussion paper

titred "Integration of nutrition into food strategy".

indeed, the paper recommended that governrnent food policies

shouLd reflect good nutrition principles. In 1979, the Ànti

Inflation Board replaced the FpRB and continued the retail
at home price index and the cost of the nutritious diet.
These functions were transfered to Àgriculture canada which

has since built a data bank on nutrient suppry and consump-

tion using the Àgriculture canada nutrient assessment Dro-

gram.

studies demonstrate that there are compelling reasons for

the government to be interested in the nutritional status

of its people and for people to care about what they eat. In
1970, Nutrition canada undertook a nutrition survey to

"estimate the prevalence of nutritionar diseases and disor-
ders" and "to identify the types of food and estimate the

quantity normally ingested". The study concluded that (1)

many canadians were at risk of being ill nourished or were

not receiving an adequate diet; (2) prevairing problems were

obesity, iron deficiency, low vitamin c intake and a short-

age of calcium and vitamin D in the diet. 1613000 adults



i¡ere grossly obese, 2193000 had high blood cholesterol,

1585000 did not have enough iron and 1823000 were not get-

ting enough calcium.

The important fact here is what the above numbers repre-

sent in economic terms. Sabry (1975) quantified the loss

attributable to malnutrition and the cost is indeed substan-

tial: $ 916 million for hospitalization, 152 million $ for

medical care,9338 million for dental care, $ 48 million due

to premature death and g 1.7 billion for loss in productivi-

ty due to absenteeism (school and work) because of nutrition

related diseases. The total cost is almost $ I billion per

year.

Improved health awareness and nutrition education appar-

ently have led consumers to pay increasing aLtention to the

nutritional content of food products. Recent observations

suggest that this is the case. Exanining the trends in the

nutrient composition of the Canadian food supply, Agricul-

ture Canada notes that consumers are increasingly aware of

the link between nutritious eating and good health (Robbins

and Hunt, Food market commentary, vo117 no3 1985). The con-

cern over fat and cholesterol led them lo shift from butter

to margarine, to buy leaner meats, poultry and fish and to

consume low-fat milk and less eggs. In addition Agriculture

Canada (food MarkeL Commentary, 1987) reports that consumers

are "highly influenced by research findings, trade articles

and the media reporLs about food and nutrition and they are
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rlilling to modify their diet if they perceive the change to

be beneficial". The conclusions of Àgriculture Canada are

consistent with preliminary findings of a study under way in

the University of Guelph on Canadian meat consumption pat-

terns (t.Watts et al, Food Market Commentary vot.10, no2,

1988). In interviews consumers identified meat "with

strength and energy, essential for strength and health" (pp

28-35). The pork fat content and the egg cholesterol con-

tent were negative factors. Lamb and veal were reported

tastier but again their fat content was a concern. The

results of the study also suggest that consumers have con-

cerns about livestock husbandry practices and the use of

chemicals in meat production and processing, presumably

because these factors affect negatively the quality of food

products.

The above results from different studies confirm the

intuition behind Lancaster's hypothesis that utility is not

derived from goods but rather from the characteristics they

embody. Às is apparent in the preceding pages, the hypothe-

sis is likely to be relevant in the case of food products.

The government has attempted to integrate food policies and

nutrition, to define welfare assistance on the basis of

foods with high nufritional values and to link health to

diet through nutrition education programs. Às a resultr pre-

sumably for cost or health reasons consumers pay greater

attention to the nutrient characterislics of foods. Sabry

(1979) gives the ultimate justification for our study:



"The conseguences of malnutrition are costly in
terms of human sufferings medical care and loss of
productivity. Intervention programs to alleviate
nutrition probl-ems will undoubtedly represent
impressive returns in monetary terms as well as in
the enhancement of thê quaLity of life in Canadian
society.There should be no doubt that nutrition
constitutes a vital part of a naLional food poli-
cy" (1979).

This study intends to provide the economic parameters

essential to the formulation of a nutrition food policy. The

policy maker needs to know the value the consumer attaches

to nutrients i.e what nutrients (if any) are valuable and

how do prices and income influence this valuation. This is

the subject matter of our study.

1.2 oBJECTMS, SCOPE ÀND oRGANiZÀTI0N

The thesis seeks to determine implicit prices of nut-

rients (value of the nutrients to consumers) from selected

food groups. À natural extension of the thesis is to use

these implicit prices to carry out demand analysis for

selected nutrients (rather than goods). ?o achieve these

objectives, rve specify a nutrient demand system whose expla-

natory variables are shadow prices derived from a hedonic

price model and a nutrient budget. The demand system is

derived from the Klein-Rubin utilitv function.

The hedonic estimates allow the formulation of the char-

acteristics budget constraint which is generally different

from the budget constraint in the goods space. From lhe
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nutrient demand equations, the nutrients' implicit prices

and expenditure elasticilies will be computed. Às is well

known, elasticities are important poLicy parameters. For

example positive income elasticities for nutrients would

imply that nuiritionally adequate diet could be achieved

through income transfers, but if these elasticities are

small in magnitude, then food aid would be more effective

(¡drian and Raymond 1976). Thus, the interest in demand for

nutrients and their economic value is more than a mere

intellectual curiositv.

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter two presents

the theoretical framework underlying the study and devel-ops

a model specific to the issue under analysis. The model will

be built along the lines of Lancaster's new theory of

demand. Chapter three reviews the relevant empirical liter-
ature. Chapter four describes the nature of the data and

the econometric methods of analysis. Chapter five will
present and analyze the results and chapter six will summa-

rize the conclusions of the studv.



Chapter I I

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT

2.1 THE TRADITIONAL CONSUMER THEORY: FOUNDÀTIONS

The fundanental entities of economic theory are econonic

goods, or wants or valuations, and its fundamental relation

is that of preference (Northrop 1966, pg 239), Consumer

theory even in its highest refinements is an application of

this basic principle.

Àssume a consumer can purchase N goods at exogenous pric-

es P=(pl...pn) from his fixed budget y. The first postulate

of consumer theory is the existence of preferences over bun-

dles of the N goods. The consumer must be able to rank dif-
ferent bundles i.e. to state that he prefers bundle "1" to

"2" or that he is indifferent. This essentially implies the

existence of a utility function U=U(X) for the consumer,

where X=(x'l , Xn) denotes the levels of consumption of

the N goods ( varian 1983, Deaton and Muellbauer 1980).

it is assumed that the consumer chooses the levels of the

N goods in order to obtain lhe maximum level of utility sub-

ject to his budget constraint. More formaIly, the consumer's

Marshallian demands X=Xm(PrY) solve the following static

utility maximization problem:

-9-
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max U(x) = v(p,y) (2.1)

s. t PX=Y

where V(P,Y) is the consumer's indirect utility func-

tion

i.e v(erY) denotes the relation between prices and

i nc ome

and maximum feasible utilitv.

Problem 2,1 is formally equivalent to

Min pX = E(p,U,t) (2,2)

s.t U(X)=U*

E(P,u*) is the minimum expenditure reguired to attain util-
ity u* = v(p,Y) which is the nraximum utility attainable at

prices P and budget y. The solution to 2.2 yields the Hick-

sian consumer demands Xh(l,U*).

The following envelope relations define the Marshallian

and Hickisian demands in terms of the indirect utilitv func-

tion and expenditure function

xm(e,v) = -(6v(p,y)lôp)/ôv(p,y)/ôy (2.3)

xh(p,u*) = ôE(e,u*)/ôe e.Al

These are Roy's Theorem and shephard's Lemma respective-

ly. comparative static changes in Marsharrian and Hicksian

demands are reLated by the following SJ.utsky equation:
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[ôxm(e,v)/oel+[ôxm(e,v)/ôy]*xm(e,v) = ô xh(e,u*)/ôe (2.5)

where 6Xh(P,U*)l ôp is symmetric negative semidefinite (vari-

an 1983). fhus the effects of change in price pi on Marshal-

lian demands can be decomposed in terms of a Hicksian sub-

stitution effect and a Marshallian income effect.

This core theory wil-1 become important later because once

it is accepted that Lancaster's assumptions hold and that

characteristics can be separated from gooos and treated as

products themselves, the demand for characteristics can be

carried out in the framework summarized above.

2.2 LANCÀSTER'S NEI.¡ THEORY OF DEMÀND

In his "À new approach to consumer theory", Lancaster

(1965) departed significantly from the standard theory pre-

sented above. The novelty of his approach "lies in breaking

away from the traditional approach that goods are the direct

objects of utility and instead supposing that it is the

properties of or characteristics of the goods from which

utility is derived" (Lancaster, 1966, pp132-57).

The relation of preference ranks characteristics and

goods are ranked indirectly through their endowments of

characteristics. À major difficulty at this point lies in
whether from the optimal choice of characteristics it is

possible to recover the goods which correspond exactly to

those characteristics. The guestion is not a trivial one
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since goods and not characteristics are sold in the market

place. 0n the other hand, since consumers buy goods but

think of them as collections of characteristics, there

exists an implicit market for characteristics and our analy-

sis is precisely the consumer behavior in that market (Rosen

1974). Àn interesting issue is again how much the charac-

teristics market reveals about the explicit market i.e. the

goods narket. This issue can be settled only if the trans-

formation from the characteristics space to the goods space

is known or if the characteristics embodied in the qoods

have an explicit market.

Consider an economy with n commodities and let X=(X'1,

. "., XD) be the comnodity vector. tancaster regards X as a

consumption activity to which a scarar can be associated. If
Yk is the leve1 of activity k,Lhen

xj =ra j kYk

or in natrix form

X=AY Q.6)

Here ajk is the amount of good Xj used per unit of consump-

tion acLivity k. The summation over aIl consumption activi-
ties gives the total lever of xj. It is assumed that (1) is
linear and objective, i.e, independent of consumer valua-

tions. Goods have intrinsic properties (characteristics)
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accepted as a fact independently of the liking of any single

economic agent. For example in 4grams of chopped parsley,

there are 5mg of cal-cium, 2mg of sodium, 4mg of vitamin C,

etc. Àny disagreement can be settled on objective grounds

given the state of technology.

Let Zi=(2i1, ..., zin) be the vector of objective intrin-
sic characteristics contained in one unit of product i. Fur-

ther, accepL that the elements of X share the same generic

properties in Z and that the difference in products is only

in the âmount of different characteristics per unit. The

total amount of characteristic j from all products (for

example total protein derived from the consumption of all
food products) can be written as:

zj =Ezijxí

or in matrix form

Z= zX, Q.7 )

2.7 states that the total

equal to the yield per unit

ent food products consumed.

relation and is assumed to be

amount of characteristic j is

times the quantities of differ-
Equation 2.7 is an objective

linear.

in what follows; w€ have in mind a consumer whose objec-

tive is to maintain good health through a proper diet and

who chooses food producls because of their nutrients. fhis
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extreme version of health alrareness is probably too strin-
gent. ÀclualIy, v¡e can weaken the assumption and accept that

they may simultaneously choose on other grounds such as fra-
vors and ease of cooking. This will not modify the line of

analysis because (as we will show) tne budget can be decom-

posed into a nutrient and a nonnutrient components.

Preferences are expressed in the nutrients (characteris-

tics) space. There could be doubt as to whether the consumer

has the information to answer the 'what-how nuch nutrients

in which products' question. This strong conditi.on can be

nrodified, and we would simply require the consumer to be

health aware and to use information about the content of

certain nutrients in certain foods.

Under the

the following

Max U(Z )

s.t Z=zX

PX=Y

above conditions Lancaster's theory leads to

consumer program:

(2.8a )

(2.8b )

(2.8c)

Two major contributions are attributed to Lancaster's modet.

0ne is the existence of an objective efficiency frontier
and the other is Èhe ability of the model to discriminate

between the objective efficiency substitution effect and the

subjective private substitution effect (an elegant exposi-

tion of these effects can be found in Ladd 1983).



Às noted by Reuven HendLer ( 1 975) ,

4etf,

the program

(2.8a)-(2.8c) has 3 built-in assumptions crucial to its
claim of generality: the linear technology (2.8b), the

irrelevance in the utility function of the distribution of

characteristics among products ( 2.8a ) and Èhe nonnegative

marginal impact of characteristics on utility. It has been

shown that Lancaster's anarysis breaks down if the above

assumptions are violated (Lucas 1975, Hendler 1975). Thus it
is important to ask whether these assumptions wirl hold in

our case.

the linearity assumption rneans that a 10% increase in all
X will induce a 10% increase in Z e.g, if one doubles his

meat ration, his protein intake from meat wilr double. This

assumption should ho1d. The independence of the utility
function from the distribution of characteristics among

products means that the protein from cerear is valued the

same as the protein from beef or poultry. This is not

strictly correct. For example, there is the issue of com-

plete protein and useable calcium. In contrast to meat pro-

tein, proLein from cereal must be used in combination with

other sources for amino acids. The two proteins are in

effect different products. Nevertheless it is a reasonable

approximation for our empiricar purposes to assume that

lhese two proteins are idenlical. The third requirement of

nonnegativity of marginal utitities of characteristics wilI
hold generally over the range of observations. Thus the 3
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assumptions (linearity, non-negativity and independence)

appear generalJ.y to be fulfilled in the context of food com-

modi t i es.

In the consumer program (2.8b) Z=zX is an identity. The

total nutrient zi is the sum of the different portions of

nutrient i that come from different food products as deter-

mined by supply. We will argue later that Z is produced by

the household-producer-consumer and is not a constraint at

the second stage of the household problen of ulility maxinri-

zation from the nonmarket goods z. z=zx can be viewed as a

production function at the household 1eve1. The budget con-

straint is given by (2.8c). The equality in Q,Bc) is sim-

pì.y the refl-ection of the local nonsatiation assumption.

The consumer program can also be written as:

uax U=U(Z )

s.t PX=Y

Z=zX

Q.9a)

(2.eb)

Note that the utility function is in terms of characteris-

tics and the budget constraint is in the goods space. Con-

sistency requires that the utility function and the budget

constraint be in the same space. I.te can proceed in two ways.

The first approach, which crucially depends on Èhe structure

of the z matrix, would be to recover the goods natrix given

the arguments of the utility function in 2.9a. The question

rea1ly is whether, given the vector of characteristics,
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there exists a unique lransformation to recover unambiguous-

Iy the corresponding veclor of goods. The second approach,

which will be adopted in this sÈudy, is to transform the

budget bringing it in the characteristic space. Behrman and

DeolaLikar (1987) have estimated dernand equations for nut-

rients using the regular observed product prices and expen-

ditures and then derived the price and income elasticities.
Às will be shown later this practice corresponds to the

estimation of the reduced form nutrient demand equations and

is often recommended when the household technology is non-

constant returns to scale and/or exhibits jointness in pro-

duction. This point wilt be deveroped when we discuss the

endogeneity of irnplicit prices.

Before we proceed, let's indicate that the restrictions
imposed by the three assumptions can be overcome in a r{ay

suggested by Ladd and Zober (197i). They take utility to be

derived not from the characteristics but rather from the

services s which in turn depend on the characLeristics:

s(z)

f (x, zij)
(s)

s

+ì ìvL )

tt
U

(2.10a)

(2.10b)

(2.'10c)

and 2.10c is maximized subject to a properly transformed

budget constraint. This program is more complex as we must

first go from goods to characteristics and Èhen to services.
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In the following anarysisr w€ assume that it is possible

to separate the different nutrients contained in food prod-

ucts so that rve can consider z as a vector of characteris-

tics over which complete, reflexive, transitive , continuous

and l-ocally nonsatiated preferences are exercised, or equiv-

alentLy that a well behaved utility function exisrs.

If utility is defined in the nutrients space, we need to

find the shadow prices of those nutrients since they are not

generally traded in explicit narkets. It is interesting to
note that an approximation to the nutrients market may

exist: in health food stores, different vitamins, minerals

and other nutrients are purchased directly. In this market,

the consumer program 2.9a-2.9b becomes:

Max U(Z )

s. t RZ=Y

(2.1'1a)

tr. rrD/

In (2.1la)-(2.1 1b), the characteristics z are products simi-

lar to those that could be extracted from food products, and

prices R are observed prices rather than shadow prices.

ÀctualIy, implicit prices obtained from the hedonic model

are the proxies for these observed prices R. If these were

available there would be no justification for the hedonic

price model . Q.11a)-(2.11b) is simpler rhan Q.9a)-(2.9b)

because no transformation is needed from X to Z, and the

budget constraint is already in the characteristics space.

In order to imprement this model, a]l that needs to be done
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is to collect data on Z and the corresponding price vector

R. Q.11a)-(2.11b) represent a consumer who has singled

himself out as health oriented and behaves in the l,¡ay rre

have described. 2,9a-2.9b is meant to be an approximation of

Q.1la)-(2.11b).

Alternatively, the Z can be derived through the transfor-

mation of X into Z and the utility can be maximized under

the budget constraint RZ=Y where R are the observed per unit

price of nutrients. This specification avoids a problem

ordinarily encountered in hedonic price models, thal is, the

interpretation of the intercept.

We now turn to the transformation of the budget con-

straint from the goods space to the characteristics space,

and we will derive the shadow prices which show the implicit

value the consumer attaches to different nutrients. Àn

interesting question is whether the observed price vector R

and the computed shadow prices are different. Of course the

question reduces to whether the implicit market with comput-

ed arguments lzrPl accurately represents the explicit market

where Iz,n] are observed. Expressing 2,9a-2.9b in Lagrange

f orm

Max L = u(z(x))-À(px-y) Q.12)

the first

ôL
----- = f,
ôxi

order condition

ôu 6zj
-ÀPi =

ôz j ô)ii

impl i es

(2.13)
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PX-Y = 0

where tr= ôU/ôY i.e themarginal utility of income.(2.13) can rewritten as

OL

= E[(6ul 6zj)*(Ozjloxi)]_t(ou/oy)*pl = Q (2.13)
ôxi

which implies that

õzj ôu/ôzj
Pi = E -----*-*

ô xi ôu/ ôy

The shadow price or wiLlingness to pay for an additional

unit of characteristic j can be defined as:

õv/ 62 j
--.---- = = pj
ôU/ ôY

The terms shadow price, imputed price and implicit price are

used interchangeably and give the implicit valuation of

characteristics. If the characteristic j vras on the shelves

the consumer would be willing to pay pj. Rewriting equation

Q"14) in familiar terns gives:

Þi = t zi.i ni
IJJ (2.1s)

(2.15) is the hedonic price equation and clearry indicates

that the price of each commodity is the sun of the implicit
prices of different characteristics weighted by the per unit

endowmenls in characteristics.

Q.14')
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tet it be clear at the outset that Q.15) is not a price

determination equation but rather a price decomposition

technique. One gets easily confused when he attempts to

interpret pi(z) as a price. A more suggestive interpretation

is to think of transaction in products as equivalent to tied

sales (products are seen as bundles of characteristics) and

pi(z) as an expenditure on one unit of a product. For exam-

ple spinach can be considered as a collection of character-

istics. The consumer then is allocating the budget p over

the different components of the spinach. obviously this is
not a price determination process. It is important to indi-
cate how this process takes place in the characteristics

space and in this we wiLl follow Sherwin Rosen's explana-
+; ^^L ¿ Vl¡ .

Consumers, in their optinrization behavior have a value

function i.e willingness to pay for a given product. At

fixed income and utility, let it be d(z,U,y). But in the

market place, they face a price p which is the rninimum they

must pay. Utility is maximized when the market price and the

bid function (the value function) are equaL i.e
ô(zru,v)=e(Z). On the production side, let a firm have an

offer function (the price the firm is willing to accept)

6(2rr, þ) at given profit r and optimal production given by

P. In the market, the naximum price the firm can get is p(Z)

so Èhat the f irm will be at its optimum when p?)=ô(t rþ,2\ .

The equilibrium u¡ill be achieved once consumers' varue func-
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tions are equal to producers' value function and this will
determine the market price p(z). Àt equilibrium the vector I

U,Y, ßrrl is determined and the price p(Z) can be seen as an

expenditure on characteristics or as the producer's revenue

fron the characteristics. Note that ô a(z n, ß)/a zi is the

marginal supply price for attribute i. ô(z,u,yl/¡zi is the

marginal consumer valuation of characteristic i.

At equilibrium these are both equal to ôp(z)/6zi which

measures the implicit prices of characteristics. The funda-

mental point here is that the price is determined by utility
maxinizing consumers and profit maximizing producers. Typi-

ca1ly, ó(UryrZ) and {(Zrþrr) are unobserved and conseguently

implicit prices of the characteristics are also unobserved.

The key question is how to recover those implicit prices

if the objective is to analyze the demand and supply of

characleristics. The supply and demand equations can be

written as respectively:

ôP(z) 6 6(2, r, p)

ôzi
= É-----_____
6Zi

=f(zrÃ, p(z))

l:11]--=u11Y:1] =t(z,y,E,e(z ) )
ôzi 6Zi
where a, I are vecLors of producer and consurner characteris-

tics respectively. I.le know that under equilibrium condi-

tions lhe observed price is the outcome of suppry and demand

interaction. The hedonic moder simpry deconposes Èhis expen-

dilure on one unil of product into expenditure on individual
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characteristics. Thus the hedonic model is not meant

explain price formation.

In the case of food products, it is possible to derive

implicit prices exactly. consider the case with lhree prod-

ucts (chicken, beef and pork). Àssume further that they con-

tain three nutrients ( protein, fat and vitamins). Then the

problem of implicit prices can be formurated in the follow-

ing terms:

211pl+ 221þ2+ 231þ3

212p1+ 222þ2+ 232p3

213p1+ 223ß2+ 233p3

In the above system p and zij are known and we have there-

fore a system of simurtaneous equations which can be solved

for the p vector. The underlying assumption here is that if
Lhe same characteristic is present in 3 different products,

Lhe consumer ¡viII be consistent and value it at the same

implicit price irrespective of product. It is thus possible

to derive the implicit prices exact].y without any knowledge

of how and where they are deternrined and without any sto-

chastic terms provided the number of characteristics is less

than or equal to the number of products.

For the purposes of economeLric estimation the hedonic

price eguation 2.15 can be specified in linear form as:

nlII

H¿

H5

Pi = o0 +Ð xi j ßj +p Q.16)
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If the implicit prices are constant,this simple linear func-

tional form is acceptable. In general implicit prices are a

complex nonrinear function of goods prices and income:

É j=( ( ôu(z* ) /|zj)/ou(p,y)/ôy) ) = f (p,y) assuming z*=z(p,y) .

If the hedonic equations are estimated for a cross section

of goods at one point in time, then (e,v) are invariant over

the data set. In turn, impricit prices can be treated as

constant coef f icients 0 to be estimated as above in e.i6).
This is the approach that will be adopted in this study.

The question of functional forns for hedonic equations has

been considered in more detair by Larry Jones (1999). He

demonstrates in the case of competitive consumers that (1)

equilibriun prices can be linearly decomposed if arl indi-
viduals have the same homothetic utility function over char-

acteristics and Q) prices are a convex function of charac-

teristics. convexity implies that impr.icit prices must be a

decreasing function of characteristics and consequently the

second derivatives of p rvith respect to xij must be neg-

ative.

If the implicit prices can be treated as constant and

other characteristics such as taste, odor and ease of cook-

ing are irrerevant to the consumer in his choices of food

products, the intercept a0 in (2.16) should equal zero. oth-

erwise o0 should be positive and corresponds roughly to
expenditure on non nutrient charac!eristics. provided that

the covariance between nutrient and non nutrient character-
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istics over food products is smaIl, omission of non nulrient

characteristics from (2.16) does not seriously bias estima-

tors p of implicit prices.

consumers may exercise preferences over the entire range

of nutrienÈs; but it is more lihely that consumers care only

about a subset of nutrients on which most of thern are

informed in terms of the potential harm or contribution to

their health. Às is well known, people are more concerned

and more informed about fat, protein, cholesterol, calcium

and sodium content than about niacin or riboflavin or potas-

sium. Therefore the analysis can be reduced to this subset

of known nutrients. It is important to note thaL the all-
nutrients approach and subset nutrient approach are nested.

The subset nutrient approach is easiry obtained by imposing

certaín zero restrictions on the alI nutrient approach. From

this perspective, empirical studies (Silberberg 1995, Behr-

man and Deolalikar '1987) impose some useful qualifications.

À study on Kenya reveals that "a strong demand for tasty

and palatabre foodstuffs as opposed to calories per se dis-
prays itself at low household incomes". 0n the other hand

for health oriented consumers, "as incoine increases, consum-

ers wiLl defer relatively more towards the pleasurable

aspects of eating and relatively ress towards the production

of nourishment" (Silberberg, '1985). In lhe first case the

behavior is explained by a lack of nurrition education which

leads people to confuse the pleasurable aspects of food and
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its nutritional value. The second empiricar result simpry

suggests the existence of an income level beyond which the

relevant arguments in the choice model are nutrients and

taste variables. The nutrient budget will tend to stabilize,
while the tastes budget could be very unstable but wirr nor-

mally be increasing overiime.

The hedonic estimates derive their inierest in that they

are used to construct the budget constraint in the charac-

teristics space and they indicate the willingness to pay by

consumers. consider the budget constraint. In the goods

space we have PX=Y 2.8c. one can go in the characteristics

space by using equation 2.8b, Z=BX. However there may not be

a one-to-one relationship between goods and characteristics

so that we cannot solve Z = BX for X=ZB-I where B-1 is the

inverse of B. As we are not interested in recovering the

goods space, we substitute the hedonic price equation in the

goods budget constraint.

I(o0 +Ezi jþj+u)xi = Y

EoOXi +EÐzi jpjxi +E¡¡Xi =y

l^ ¿-\
| 2 | Il
\-. t u

(2.18)

Noting lhat ExijXi=Zj is the totaL level of nutrient

from all products, 12.18b can be rewritten as :

EXi ( ø0+ßi ) +¡0j zj = y (2.19)

is estimated first, and

lhe error lern from the

In practice the hedonic

lhis has the effect of

price model

el imi nat i ng

19) becomesbudget constraint Q.
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XXia0+Eþjzj=Y e.z')

where [a0,bj] is the estimated version of Io0 ,pj]

The a priori expectation was that the expenditure on nut-

rient characteristics would exhaust the income y. The pres-

ence of a non zero term Eaoxi indicates that this is not the

case. This is an inportant difference between the goods

space and the characteristics space considering that most

empirical studies have reported an a0 statistically signifi-
cant fron zero. Observe that if the hedonic modeL is not

linear, the prices of characteristics are not constant but

vary with zij. with semil0g and double 10g functional forms

for exanple, the price is an increasing function of charac-

teristics (rriplett 197s) which is contrary to the pre-

dictions of the standard theory. Incidentally the semilog

functíonal forms provide the best fit but the interpretation
of the results is counter intuitive. This is because (as we

discussed earlier) the hedonic equation is not a moder of

price determination.

The understanding of the

budget ccnstraint reguires

because only then can we see

nature of the characteristics

a proper interpreLation of a0

the meaning of Ea0Xi. Às bj are
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known to be the implicit prices of characteristics EbjZi, is
the income that is in effect arlocated to nutrient charac-

teristics. Generally, â0 is interpreted as the price of

the omitted characteristics. In the example of Kenya men-

tioned earlier it appears that EXiaO>EbjZj i.e. lhe nut-

rient neutral budget exceeds the nutrient centered budget.

in this studyr wê interpret a0 as the value of unmeasured

characteristics of food to the consumer (color, tastiness,

ease of cooking, social status, niacin ..etc).

The real budget constraint

nutrients is therefore not y but

in the demand analysis for

rather:

(2.21)Yn* =Y-EaoXi = Epj xj

The above analysis allows us to write the nutrient selection

problem as:

Max U = u(21 22 Z3 z j zn) (2.22a)

Q.22b)s.t lbjZj = l¡* =Y-EagXi

assuming that the consumer's utility function U(Z,W) is
weakly separabre in nutrients z and non nutrient character-

istics I{ i.e. U(Zr.Wl' = u(u(z), v(w)). Civen ¡+eak separabil-

ity and implicit prices b equal to equilibrium shadow pric-

BS, problem Q.22) does nol misrepresent the consumer's

choice of nutrients.
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2.3 ON THE ENDOGENEITY OF IMPLICIT PRICES

Earlier we stated that the shadow prices or implicit
prices of nutrients are endogenous to the consumer. Here we

point out that this statement is true even if agricultural
product prices are exogenous to the consumer sector. This

endogeneity of implicit prices fol-lows from the simpre fact

that nutrients are obtained as joint products from agricul-

tural commodities, i.e. each comnodity purchased contains

multilpe nutrients. The fundamental point is that the

household is simultaneously a consumer and a producer. Às a

producer, he buys market inputs (food products) and he con-

bines them nith his labor or hired labor and capital to

produce nutrients (nonmarket goods) at minimum cost. Às a

consumer, he maximizes utility from the nonmarket goods sub-

ject to the budget constraint which is taken to be the mini-

mum cost from the first stage. More forrnalry, the household

production problem is:

MinC=PX+wL-

s.t F(x,n) = I

C(Prw, z, R) Q.23)

PX is the cost of market inputs,

is the wage or opportunity cost

tion level of nutrients and K

capi ta1.

I is the amount

of labor, Z is

is lhe amount

of labor, w

the produc-

of household

The minimum cost can be written as C(p,w,Z,k). Applying

the envelope theorem with rÞsnÞr.t- rô Z gives
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ôc(. ) / |zí=þí (P,w,z,k). Às a matter of simplicity assume that

labor and capital are unimportant. This is not unrealistic

since many food products can be eaten raw. Then pi=pi((e,z)

and it becomes obvious that the shadow prices generally

depend on Z. Furthermore, if Zr,=Z(p,y) soLves the g1obal

naximization prob]-em (2.9), then z* arso soLves the follow-

ing utility maximization problem :

Max U(Z) = y(p*,2)

s.t p*(P,Z)Z=Y

{2.24)

Here implicit prices p are fixed at the equilibrium levels
p*=p(P,Z) and we assume a constant returns to scale technol-

ogy.

The assumption of constant returns to scal-e is critical to

thi s formulat i on of the budget constra i nt. C(e ,z) =

E(ôc(.)/azi)zi = ¡pi(p,z)z!. This forlows from EuIer's rheo-

rem, the constant returns to scare (cnts) assumptíon and the

application of the envelope theorem. Àssuming that the food

budget constraint px< or =y is binding (nonsatiation) and

nutrients z are the complete set of characteristics for

food, it folLows that v=c(p,Z). This establishes the budget

constraint in Q.24). Moreover it is reasonable to assume

constant returns to scale in the production of nutrient

characteristics from purchased agricultural goods i.e. z=zx

where z is a matrix of fixed input output coefficients (e1e-

nent zij is the anount of nutrient j per unit of purchased

commodity i ).
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0n the other hand the cost function C(p,Z) is not dis-
joint in nutrients z, This follows from the fact that the

matrix z of input output coefficients is not diagonal i.e.
the Èransformation function Z=zx is not disjoint in outputs

z (each purchased commodity generally yields multiple nut-

rients) (t¡atl , 1973). ,:ointness of the cost f unction irnplies

rhar ôs&2c{p,z) /azi6zjto i.e ôpi l¡zrt0. since implicit pric_

es P vary with the Levels of nutrients Z, these implicit
prices are endogenous to the consumer even if goods prices p

are exogenous.

Pollak and I,Tachter (1975) f irst noted that implicit pric-
es h'ere endogenous to the consumer if the household trans-

fornation function exhibited either non constant returns to
scale or joint production of characteristics. They conluded

that, when implicit prices are endogenous to the consumer,

they have no explanatory power as independent variables in

the household and production moder. This greatry complicates

the analysis of household and production nrodels. To see

this consider consider the example given by porlak and

llachter (1975, e.265) :

"Consider two households with identical technolo-
gies who face the same goods prices and have equal
incomes. These two households have the same cosr,
functions and the san¡e feasible set in the comnrod-ity space. If the technology exhibits joínr pro-
duction, then the frontier of the feasible sei is
nonlinear and commodity (non market goods) prices
vary with the commodity bundle chosen. ttousêho1ds
v¡ith different tastes will select different com-
modity bundles, and, since the frontier is nonli-
!g?!, the conmodity bundles they select witl imply
different commodity prices. The unvrary economisi
might altribute the differences inthe ãonsumptíon
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patterns of our two households to these differenc-
es in commodity prices, but such an interpretation
would be highly misteading; the differènces in
commodity prices are a reflection of differences
in tastes, not of differences in opportunities."

Nevertheress it is clear that the consumer's maximization

problem Q.9)

Max U(Z )

s.t Z=zX

PX=Y

does imply that the consumer in effect solves Lhe cost mini-

mization problem (2.23) and the maximization problem (2.24).

The endogeneity of implicit prices p does not alter this
point: instead endogeneity implies that Q.Z3)-e.24) cannot

be viewed as a tr,ro stage decomposition of the global prob].em

Q,9) snce þ* in Q.24) depends upon the solution Z* Lo

(2"9). civen that p* is evaluated at the globar equilibrium

level p(erZ*), the utility maximization problem in the Z

space has standard neocl-assical properiies. In other words,

the corresponding indirect util.ity function V(p*,y) for
(2.24) is homogeneous of degree zero in its argument,

increasing in Y decreasing in p*, quasi-convex in (p*rV) and

satisf ies Roy's theoren.

Thus, in spite of the endogeneity of implicit nutrient
prices to the consumerr wê can stirl define hedonic price

equations Q.16) and nutrient demand equations conditional

on implicit prices. Furthermore it has been shown that the

corresponding system of econometric equations is identified



(Barnett 1977).

studies seem to

prices.

As the following

have ignored this

??

chapter reveals, applied

endogeneity of implicit



Chapter I I i

A CURSORY REVIEW OF EMPIRICÀt FINDINGS

Waugh (1928) provided the first study in the hedonic

fierd. He found a distinct tendency for market prices of

many commodities to vary with certain characteristics that

the consumer identified with quality. For exampre, he esti-
mated that each additional inch of green color per stalk

added 34.45 cents to the price of one dozen standard bunches

of asparagus. More recently, in the case of beef, the

implicit price of protein Þras estimated as 1.66 cents (radd

and Suvannut 1985).

studying the wheat narket veeman (1987) estimated that a

1% increase in protein content in the 70's would have

resulted in a $ 3.34 premium per tone which was consistent

with the market of the time. King (1976) appried tancaster's

approach to demand for housing and found that fireplaces

were worth about $1000 which approximated the construction

cost in the explicit market. The correspondence between

implicit prices and real prices is of vital importance as it
justifies the use of the hedonic approach for pricing pur-

poses. It also legitimizes the use of implicit prices in
studies of consumer behavior. Further, it is a reply to the

skepticism that one may interpret hedonic results as meas-

-34-
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ures of prices but that does not make them so ; or that one

must provide "the most convincing evidence that hedonic

estinates represent economic reality and not just some sta-

tistical accident" (Jack E.TripIett,1 975) .

The point need not be belabored. Theoreticar work (Jones

1988, Lucas 1975, Rosen 1974) and empirical studies in vari-
ous fields such as food, housing and transportation have

demonstrated the soundness of hedonic prices as operational

economic concepts. These hedonic prices are to the charac-

teristics space what prices are to the goods space in the

formulation of the budget constraint.

surprisingly, very few studies have deart with the demand

for characteristics in a utility maximizing or other demand

system framework. King (1975) estimated the demand for hous-

ing characteristics using the Rotterdam model. Eastwood et

aI (1986) estimated demand for nutrients in the U.S. but

their model rvas an ad hoc one: nutrients were specified to

depend on implicit prices in a linear fashion but nothing

was said about the nature of consumer preferences (over the

characteristics space) which are supposed to yield the equa-

tions for the nutrients. Moreover, they specified demand

equations for 7 nutrients without providing an answer to the

questions whether (1) the consumer is aware of the nutrients

Q) the consumer knows the food products which have a com-

parative advantage in providing those nutrients and (3) the

nutrients are the consumer's explicit choice variables. In
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fact the number of nutrients was reduced because of multi-

collinearity considerations rather than being based upon an

explicit discussion of consumer attitudes towards nutrients.

This criticism equally appries to the Knudsen and scandizzo

(1982) study on demand for calories in developing countries.

They estimate the shadow price for carories. They then use

this impLicit price and food expenditure to estimate orln

implicit price and income elasticities. But it is not clear

whether consumers in developing countries choose food prod-

ucts on nutritional grounds or for other reasons. without

an ânswer to this question, the economic interpretation of

the estímates is rather ambiguous Another example of this
can be found in Behrman and Deolalikar (1987) in the section

on data. Nevertheless, Eastwood et al (1996) reach an

interesting and expected conclusion: orvn price elasticities
of the nutrients suggest that the demand for nutrients is
inelastic and the cross-price erasticities are very low or

insignificant, i.e very little substitution takes place

across nutrients. It is therefore reasonabl.e to postulate an

additive utility function in the nutrients space.

Fina1ly, there are substantiar differences between the

above studies and this thesis. consequentLy, it might be

worthwhire to contrast the approaches between this study and

the rest. The main difference is methodological. In this
thesis we select nutrients known to the consuner and conse-

quently we linit ourselves to products thal are bought or
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avoided because of some of their nutrients. This quesLion

has generally been overlooked or assumed away and yet it is

only when we know that preferences are exercised that tve can

study the demand for nutrients using the standard demand

theory. Also it seems too strong an assumption to require

the consumer to know all the nutrients. This question of

existence of preferences in the nutrients space is not triv-
ia]. It is only when these preferences are present that (1)

implicit prices and the implicit nutrient budget do make

economic sense as explanatory variables and (2) that nut-

rients elasticities are economically meaningful. Indeed

assume that the consumer does not care about nutrients then

computing implicit prices or price and income nutrients

erasticities with respect to impricit prices simply gives

misleading results. The key point that should be understood

is that in no way do preferences in the food products space

imply preferences over the nutrients space as is customarily

assumed in the literature.

Another departure is the expricit recognition that

impricit prices are generally endogenous and that oLS or suR

methods may not be appropriate econometric methods to use.

Arso, as indicated in the previous chapters, many studies

have estimated linear relationships without regard to the

theoretical but reasonable restrictions implied by demand

theory. By using a utility-based demand model we assure that

the estimated demand equations have the minimum restrictions



which precisely make them interpretable

demand theory. But even in this study,

arbitrariness (in the choice of those

reduced by using the prior information

38

in the framework of

there is a degree of

nutrients) which we

available to us.



Chapter IV

EMPi RI CÀL IMPLEMENTÀTION

4.1 DÀTÀ DESCRIPTION ÀND LIMITATION

so far nothing has been said with regard to the question

of nutrients and products ( which nutrients from which prod-

ucts) we intend to use to evaluate consumer behavior in the

nutrients space. The hints given earlier are suggestive of

the direction we will follow.

As all nutrients are not equally well known and the con-

sumer pays attention to only a few of them and probably

ignores or is unaÞ¡are of the rest, the choice of the nut-

rients the consumer is interested in becomes an important

matter if we want to get econonically meaningful estimates.

There is no rigorous guide to this decision. Here we

adopt a simple rule: the arguments of the utirity function

will be those nutrients on which there is a reasonable

agreement that most consumers are informed and con-

cerned.This rule is loose and largely intuitive, but it is

about the best we can do and is certainly an improvement

over what has been done so far. It is worthwhile repeating

here that we rely on our prior inforrnation to serect a sub-

set of nutrients that is relevan't to our model. The alterna-

-39-
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tives to this method are less satisfactory: the high multi-

collinearity within a complete set of nutrients implies that

it is difficult to select the relevanÈ nutrients on purely

statistical grounds. Based on the above rure, it is possi-

b1e to enunciate possible choices.

There is a distinct tendency among consumers to react to
negative characteristics because they are associated with

known hazards such as coronary diseases and obesity. on this
ground, the arguments of the utility function must include

nutrients such as fat and cholesterol. For positiveJ.y per-

ceived nutrients one might think of protein, vitamins and

energy. In this case, the Z vector includes fat, chorester-

o1, protein, vitamin, energy.

similarly, one can start from the idea that the consum-

ers' knowledge is aggregate, that is, he does not knorv the

different vitamins, minerals, fats and other nutrients; but

he considers it important to eat certain products to get

vitamins or minerals. Equalry, he nakes it a point to avoid

(or to be cautious about) certain producLs because of fat
and cholesterol: it is not uncomnon to hear people say that

one must eat fruits and vegetables and avoid eggs to get

vitamins and to minimize cholesterol intake. The choice in

the nutrients space can be rationalized on this basis.

To implement empirically this choice, the need arises to
defíne meaningful aggregates that correspond best to the
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information possessed by consumers. The vector z would then

include the above groups or any others tthere it is suspected

that the consumer has specific knowJ.edge on certain nut-

rients and aggregate on othersi the previous two cases can

be combined.

There is a more fruitful approach that we adopt in this

study: the investigation of consumer behavior starts from

commodities conmonly known as sources of certain nutrients

so that when the consumer chooses these commodities, he is

in effect selecting nutrients associated with those products

i.e the goods themselves are merely a rnedium. If these prod-

ucts are known to exist, they constitute the appropriate

domain to analyze consumer behavior in the characteristics

space.

There seens to be a consensus that demand for meats in

canada is heaviJ-y dependent upon certain of their character-

istics (fat, protein and energy). The concern about chores-

terol and other fats is probaly the most widespread and

these nulrients are generally identified with e99sr mears

and the fa+" and oiL commodity group.

For our empirical analysis, rle postulate that in this

segment of the food market - namely the meat narket, the egg

market and the fats and oil market - the consumer buys prod-

ucLs in order to get these nutrients. As said earlier, it
is imprausible to argue thal this explicit choice concerns
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all nutrients. Only a subset is reLevant and we take it to

contain fat, cholesterol, protein, energy.

Besides the relevant products and nutrients issue there

is a temporal dimension to the problem: when did the consum-

er become interested in nutrients? There is general agree-

ment that a!¡areness and concern about fat and cholesterol

increased substantially in the early 70's. This fact must

be taken into account in the analysis. I,ie will lherefore

estinate two related models. The tirst simply assumes that

in the meats-eggs-fats and oil market the consumer has

always behaved in the nutrient space and there has been no

structural shift in the parameters characterizing the con-

sumer behavior. The other model accepts that the consumer's

aleareness about nutrients began in the 70's. prior to this

period, the consumer is assumed to have chosen products

without a knowledge of the importance of their nutrient com-

position. Naturally, it is of interest to test whether

there has been a struclural change in the parameters between

the two periods and with respect to different nutrients.

The irnplementation of the model(s) requires information

on the vector of relevant nutrients (characteristics) Z.

These are calculated by Àgriculture Canada as Z=zN, where z

is the matrix of technical coefficients (nutrient leve1s per

unit of agricultural goods) and X is the vector of consump-

tion leveÌs for agricultural goods. The content of the fo1-

lowing nutrients was calculated for every commodity: energy,
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protein, carbohydrates, saturated fat, polyunsaturated fat,

choJ-estero1, calcium, iron, sodium, potassium, thia-

min,vitamin À, riboflavin, niacin, folate, vitamin C and

dietary fibre and fat.

The nutritional data has some

must be understood for a proper

results. These limitations are

Agriculture Canada (1981). Here,

ry of those limitations.

The first Limitation is that food

lated at the retail level and is not

waste occuring at stores, homes and

tice results in an overestimation of

consumed.

important limitations that

interpretation of demand

extensively described by

we simply present a summa-

disappearance is calcu-

adjusted for losses and

restaurants. This prac-

the amount of nutrients

Àgriculture Canada also indicates that food disappearance

data for some comnercially processed food is not availabre

and this tends to underestinate the nutrient intake of Cana-

dians. Cake mixes, ready to serve meals and fruit-drink

crisLals are examples of omitted products. There is no

allowance made for those food products that are not

exchanged in the market p1ace.

Another serious limitation is in the per unit nutrients

values (the z matrix): these technical coefficients rely

substantialLy on Àmerican data. The problem of applying

American data to the canadian situation is that nutrient
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content of plant food depends on the varieties, soil type,

fertilizers used, length of the day and light exposure. À11

of these vary across countries and regions. For animal

products there is not much variation except for iron and

vitamin A which depend on the animal's dieL. The enrichment

levels, livestock grading and the trimming procedures vary

somewhat between Canada and the U.S.

To summarize then we investigate consumer behavior using

nutrients (ttre z vector) derived from meats, e99s, fats and

oils. The Z vector contains fat, cholesterol, protein and

energy.

4.2 DEMÀND EQUATT0N ESTIMÀTES

The most common flexible functional forms for demand sys-

tems (elpS, Translog, Generalized teontief) involve loga-

rithmic or square root transformations of prices. Since the

implicit prices of nutrients are often negative, these func-

tional forms cannot be used. 0f course it is possible to

find other flexible functional forms that can accommodate

the negativity of shadow prices. À good example is the nor-

malized quadratic indirec! utility function. Demand equa-

tions can be derived by application of Roy's theorem to this

specification of the indirect utility function.

The use of these flexible functional forns in demand

analysis is well established but corresponding demand equa-
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tions are difficult to estimate nonlinearities in coeffi-
cient. Because of these probrems, I choose to estimate a

nutrient demand model based on the stone-Geary utility func-

tion. when maximized subject to the budget constraint this
utility function implies the Iinear expenditure system of

demand equations (res). compared to the flexible forms,

there is a serious loss in generarity which is not furlv
compensated for by the ease of estimation.

Maximization of the Klein Rubin utility function

u(z)=Eai19(zi-bi) (4.1)

subject to the nutrients budget yields the

ture system:

linear expendi-

biZi=aibi+ci (yn* -Iaibi )+ui (4.2)

with ai>0, Eci=1 and zi-bi>0.

The oron price elasticity of demand is calculated as

-1+(ai/zí)(1-ci). The cross price elasticities is
1-(ciajbj ) / (bizi) and the income (expenditure) etasticitv
and ciYn*/biZi.

This demand system satisfies arr the theoretical restric-
tions of zero homogeneity, adding up and a symmetric neg-

ative semidefinite matrix of substitution terms. The addi-

tive nature of the utility function and the resulting linear
demand system makes the tES extremely restrictive but the

restrictions are no more than lhose dictated by economic
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theory (Deaton 1972). ai is the minimum guantity of product

i purchased while, ci is known as the marginal budget share

for product i.

Estimates of the tES system are often interpreted as fol-
lows: the consumer buys necessary guantities ai of differ-
ent goods and allocates the remaining income (yn'r-Eaibi )

arnong the goods in fixed proportion ci. ai and ci are gener-

ally taken to be positive but this is not a necessary

assumption. For example if ai is negative then levels of

consumption of commodity i are very low at Low levels of

supernumerary income (ynx-Eaibi ) . I f ci is negative, then

consumption of commodity i decreases as supernumerary income

increases. This interpretation is particurarry convenient

in the nutrients case where some implicit prices are neg-

ative and where the reasons to reduce levels of certain nut-

rients are obvious. in this study we only pay attention to
erasticities because they are most relevant from a policy

perspective.

There are very few parameters to estimate buL the

restriclions are consistent with economic theory. The

restrictive nature of LES comes solely from the functional

form and the additive nature of lhe underlying utirity func-

tion.
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4.3 ECONOMETRIC METHODOLOGY

Às discussed earlier the first model we estimate consists

of the hedonic price equations for agriculturar commodities:

Pi =ai+EÉizij+si (4.3)

I{e noted earlier that þj*=þj(p,y,z*). Since (p,y,z*) vary

over time, we could not assume (as above) tnat p is constant

if we were applying the model to time series data. I.ie would

have to specify a nonlinear model

Pi= ai+E0j(P,Y)zíj+ei (4,4)

where p(P,Y)= 0j(p,y,z(e,v)).
However with cross-section data (aggregated over consumers),

r{'e can avoid this probrem. (e,v) is constant within the

cross-section and this leads to constant p's. In this case

(4.3) is the right specification of shadow prices for cross

section estimation. E(eiej)#0 in generar, but if arl commod-

ities (1r..n) have the same nutrient variables (zij>0), then

OtS is an appropriate method to estimate É. Therefore p is
a vector of cross-section observations on prices of conmodi-

ties selected from meats, fats&oil-s and eggs. For every year

the P vector is the price vector of beef 1oincuts, beef

hipcuts, beef rib cuts, beef chuck cuts, beef stewing lean,

ground beef, pork loin cuts, pork shoulder cuts, pork sau-

sages, pork bacon, chicken, turkey, margarine, butter, cano-

la oil and, salad dressing. In summary then we investigate

the consumer behavior using nutrients (the z vector) derived

from meats, eggs, fats and oiLs. The Z vector contains fat,
cholesterol, protein and energy.
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The tES nutrient demand equations are:

bizi=aibi+ci(yn* -Eaibi)+ui (4.S)

Normally one equation can be dropped since the sun of expen-

ditures is equal to the exogenous incone. This implies a

linear dependency between (u1, u2...un), but here EbiZi=yn*

which is stochastic; so it is not clear that one equation

must be dropped here. Because the cov(e,u)#0, cov(b,u)#0

and cov(Yn*,u)#0, the LES must be estimated by three stage

least squares (3SlS) where (b,Vn*) are treated as endoge-

nous. fhe first stage uses (e,V) as instruments for (b,yn*).

P here is a vector of commodity prices and the consumer

price index, and Y is a vector of disposable income per cap-

ita and total food expenditure. These instrunents (b,yn*)

are correlated with (p,y) but uncorrelated with the error

term ui.
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In summary 3StS is employed because implicit prices and the

nutrients budget are not truly exogenous in the nutrient

demand equations. Firstly these prices are econon¡etric esti-

mates from the hedonic price equation (rather than data) and

thus have a stochastic distribution presumably correlated

with error terms in the demand equations. Secondly and as

suggested earlier, since nutrients are produced jointly, the

implicit prices are generally endogenous to the consumer

even though the household production function nray exhibit

constant returns to scale. Thus SUR estimates are inconsis-

tent. In analyzing the results and testing for the stabil-

ity of the pararneters we will put more emphasis on the 3Sl,S

estirnates because they are consistent given the theoretical

specification of our model.



Chapter V

ECONOMETRIC RESULTS: IMPLICIT PRiCE EQUATIONS

Before presenting the results, it might be useful to

remind ourselves Lhat the hedonic equation is not a price

determination equation. We argued earlier that it is just

one r+ay to discover what the consumer is willing to pay for

different nutrients and linear programming could have been

used in lieu of Econometrics. The above factors naturally

imply that in assessing the results econometric criteria

will play a minor role but in the estimation of demand equa-

tions we will specifically take into account the stochastic

nature of the shadow prices. Àfter all, they are estimaled

and I i ke any econometr ic est imates thei r di str ibut ion

explicitly depends on the structure of the error term. This

arises independently of the endogeneity of the shadow pric-

es. From an econometric perspective, it is interesting to

note that multicollinearity is inherent to the problem we

studied because nutrients are in general joint outputs and

the consumer's valuation of nutrient A must be expected to

be conditional upon the levels of other nutrients (particu-

larly the negatively perceived ones).

In contrast to protein we hypothesized that energy,

and cholesterol would have negative implicit prices.

fat

'I'ne

-50-



results are generally

tions. Tables 1 and 2

responding T ratios on

different nutrients are

q1

consistent rvith the above expecta-

give the implicit prices and the cor-

a yearly basis. The mean prices for

also given in Table 1.
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IMPLICiT PRICES WITH

YEÀR PROTETN

TABLE 1

HEDONIC=F(PROTEIN, FAT, ENERGY ÀND

CHOLESTEROL )

1960 -0.0013s678
1961 -0.'10577590
1962 0.01 069925'1963 0.0068821 1

1964 0.00579262
1 96s 0.006951 76
1966 0.01101169
1967 0.01222174
1 968 0.00769538
1969 0.00757684
1970 0.00576765
1971 0.00385155
1972 0.00755727
1973 0.00789483
1974 0.00244204
1975 0.01350813
1976 0.02092062
197't 0.00905375
1978 0.01 1 92753
1979 0.015381171
1 980 0.00796026
1 981 0.00459747
1982 0.01 020309
1 983 0.00524757
1984 0.00901178
1 985 0.02526488
1 986 0.031 93787'1987 0.02676836

FÀT

-0.0189222
-1.38822491
0.03363001

-0.01 668372
-0.05550485
-0.03553574
0.0118393s
0.02643445
0.008091 88
0.0067 1 593

-0 .00627 632
-0.02525035

0.01499451
0.01725580

-0.06074908
-0 . 0243484 5

0.06369987
-0.015946643

0 . 0426002 1

0. 1 8876099
0.10531228
0.051 44619
0.11510776
0.06070489
0.04835260
0.22112938
0.25461 1 55
0 . '1 

5'1 27 361

ENERGY

0.00029237
0.02290197

-0 . 00'1 3571 5

-0 .00 154417
-0.00076732
-0.00110158
-0.001 79111
-0.00229465
-0.00181740
-0.001 26203
-0.00156399
-0. 00 131220
-0.00098722
-0 . 00'1 3341 4

-0.001 93278
-0 .002457 61

-0.00303468
-0 . 0043'1 43'1

-0.0064457 1

-0.00848065
-0.0043436s
-0.00067461

0.000s9s84
-0.00104110
-0.00105458
-0.00366876
-0 . 00 530696
-0.00119066

CHOLESTEROL

-0.00109143
-0 .1 08227 41

0.031 43809
0.02317155
0.02835175
0.01769332
0.02 1 63768
0.03159204
0.01412981
0.01800948
0.02401944
0.01045011
0.00406017
0.00802'145
0.02552168
0.01579088
0.00965954
0.02090122
0.0221 1 889
0.01 1 

'1 0343
-0.00s06561
-0.00737034

0.01190040
-0.00388872
-0.00 172907

0.00550713
-0.00s30596
-0.01309574

MEÀN 0. 00646445 -0.008092 -0 .00 13321 0.0074751 0
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THE T TEST ÀND

TABTE 2

RSQUARE FOR THE iMPLICIT PRICES

INTERCEPT TINTERCEPT TPROTEIN TFAT TENERGY TCHOLESTEROL RSQUÀRE;

0.4'l
0.52
0.43
0. 54
0.37
0.41
0 "47
u.¿5
0.35
0.46
0.20
0.21
u. s¿
0.42
0.31
0.31
0.22
0.28
0. 38
0. 28
0.1'1
0.31
0. 13
0.095
0. 57
U. 5U

0.24

¿o. ¿J
25.830
28.78
29.48
29.66
28.84
30.01

32.54
33.59
36. 99
35.25
36.10
43.63
52.88
s6.06
59.14
60.06
63.78
78.64
90.00
90 .81
101.9'7
1 06. 00
1 05. 33
1 08.50
I to.¿l

-2.31
0.52

-0.26
-n ql

-0.55
u. rÞ
0.32

1¿q -1n?
-0 .82 2.7 4
-0.91 1 .99
-0.49 2.64
-0.67 1 .57
-0.98 1 .72
-1 .09 2.18
-0.86 0.97
-0.80 1 .6't
-0. 99 2.23
-0.71 0.83
-0 .67 0.40
-1 .03 0.91
-0.94 1 .80
-0.90 0.84
-0.96 0.45
-1.07 0.76
-1.48 0.74
-2.01 0 .38
-1.56 -0.27
_U. JJ -U.5¿
0.34 1 .00

-0.55 -0.30
-0. 39 -0.09
-1.59 0.35
-u.þ/ -v.¿J
-0 .26 -0 .41

4.1 8 -1 .64
7 .87 1 .52
8.63 0.96
9.50 0.88
9.17 1.01
8.01 1.43
7 .24 1 .38
8.02 0.87
tu.Ðf, t. tJ

1 0.87 0.87
10 .24 0. 50
12 .11 0 .22
t+.¿J t.+þ
10.77 0.28
9.8't 'l . 18
9.05 1.58
7 .48 0.54
7 .01 0.65
't .68 0.87

14.42 0.68
22.14 0.53
4a îa { i^¿o.oo t.ftu
27 .26 0.66
19.74 0.78
23.25 2.61
17 .7 0 2,44
12.79 1.38

0.10
0.11

-0.10
-U.J/

0.26
0. 34

-u. /3
-0.23
0.52

-0.10
0.25
1 .14
0.97
0,64
1.70
0.82
0.45
2.45
2.09
u. ö4

implicit prices for protein were positive in all but the

first two years. This suggests that consuners value protein

positively as expected. The average_ implicit price is

0 . 00646 un i ts.

implicit prices for energy are also negative in all but

the first two years. Negative implicit prices shouLd be

expected in developed societies given the popularity of low
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energy food products. The reason for the negative valuation

is the (correct) Uetief that consumed but unburnt energy is

fattening. For underdeveloped countries one would expect a

oositive valuation for this nutrient.

In contrast the estimated shadow prices for fat are some-

what surprising. Implicit prices are both positive ( 18

years) and negative (10 years). It is a paradox that con-

sumers should value fat positively when the health awareness

movenent was in full force. This result is consistent with

observed behavior. In fact. this paradox has been noted as

early as 1985:

"For example, a reason often cited for the decline
in red meat consumption and the simultaneous
increase in chicken consumption is that the public
is concerned about the amount of fat, cholesterol
and calories in the diet. The irony is the recent
tremendous popularity of breaded deep fried chick-
en products in the fast food industry. Another
irony is that in a recent national survey of 4,556
people across Canada it was found that the most
popular method of cooking meat in the home rvas
frying. If health concerns are driving the shift
from beei to chicken, why this paradoxicai consum-
er behavior" (Stewart and Robbins 1985).

In retrospect this ambiguity is not surprising: as a nut-

rient fat has harmful effects and from this angle consumers

value it negatively. 0n the other hand fat is also an input

that enhances taste, odor and palatability in the cooking

process. Às such, it is positively valued. It is probably

this dual role played by fat that rationalizes the results

obtained and which are obviously compatible with the

observed behavior. The relation beiween fat and health and
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tastes makes the valuation of this nutrient ambiguous, but

the ambiguity is inherent to the consumer behavior.

Àlternatively the ambiguous for fat results could reflect

the fact that we treated fat as a homogeneous product. A

distinction should be made between animal-based fat and veg-

etable-based fat, between saturated fat and mono/poJ-yunsatu-

rated fat. This distinction could prove important in the

light of the fact that much of the increase in the fat

availability is coming from the vegetable source (margarine,

shortening and shortening oi1). For example in 1963, 75% of.

the fat intake by Canadians came from animal sources and 25%

was vegetable origin. This is a sharp contrast to 1983 where

fat from animal sources represented 59% while that from veg-

etable sources jumped f.ron 25% Lo 41%.

The implicit prices for cholesterol- are positive until
1979 (wittr the exception of 1961-62) and are generally neg-

ative in the 80's. These results are consistent with a

structural shift in consumer demand for red meats and eggs

due to increased concern about cholesterol content. This

shift is thought to have taken place in the late 70's early

80's. The implicit prices of cholesterol from 1960 to 1988

suggest that this is indeed so.

Àn important feature of the resulÈs is lhat the intercept

is always positive. This suggests that olher nutrients or

other nonnutrient characteristics also influence consumer

demand for agricultural products
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5..1 ECONOMETR]C RESULTS (SUR) DEMAND SYSTEM

In the first set of results, SUR was applied to the LES

rvithout deleting any equation. Here the nutrient expendi-

tures biZi sum to Yn* which is stochastic. Thus it is not

necessary to omit one equation from the estimation, in con-

trast to standard application of the LES. The estimates are

significantly different from zern hnr thc nurbin Watson

statistics

are rather low indicating the presence of autocorrelation.

Table 3 gives the SUR estimates. Even after correcting for

first order autocorrelation the Durbin-Watsons are stil1
J-ow, which suggests higher order autocorrelation.

Table 3 presents the estimates from the four equations W'l

(protein), w2 (fat), }i3 (energy) and t^l4 (cholesterol) with

and without correction for autocorrelation. The results are

generally different qualitatively and quantitatively, and

the T ratios are invariably high. The low Durbin-l.latson sta-

tistics suggest that the model may well be misspecified.

The interpretation of lhe structural parameters in LES

models is generally based on goods and positive goods pric-

es. In our case some implicit prices are negative and the

traditional interpretation must be adapted accordingly. Here

we will interpret elasticities and simply note that in the

case of SUR all T ratios are highly significant.
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Even when we impose the restriction that Sci=1 the above

results still hold (see Tab1e 4 below). We also estimated

the system by deleting one equation and checked whether the

resui-ts were invariant with respect to deleted equations.

Às is obvious from Tables 5-7, the results are qualitatively

and quantitatively different in general. This is not sur-

prising given the substantial autocorrelation in the model

(Berndt and Savin 1975) and the endogeneity of ynut (yn*,

i.e. the sum of the nutrient expenditures Sbi*Zi).
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TABTE 3

rrNEÀR EXPENDITURE SYSTEM 'f960-1987: SUR (N0 EQUÀTiON
DELETED)

THE MODEL ESTIMÀTED

I|t1 =A 1 *i p1 +B 1* (YNUT-À',l*I p1 -À2:kI p2-À3*I p3_A4*I p4 )
:',l?=A?*rp1 +82* ( yHur-¡ I *I p1 -À2*i p2-A3*I p3-À4* I p4 )
i.i3=A3*I p1 +83* ( y¡¡Ur-¡ I *I p1 -À2* I p2-A3*I p3-A4* I p4 )
t{4=A4* I p1 +84* (yNUt-el *I p'1 -À2*I p2-A3*I p3-À4*i p4

PARAMETERS ESTIMÀTES T RATTO

41.51620 25.84000
-0.8878 10.010
-14.271 -47.60
1 4.5800 52.030
-0 . '1 370 -9. 060

0 . 94'1 0 26 .40
-0.1 575 -7 .40
-0.23630 6.20

ttl
A¿
À3

ttl
B2
B3
B4

ÀUTOCORRETÀTION

DURBIN-WÀTSON
1 .2466
u.Þt/
0.416
0.413

DURBIN-WÀTSON
0.943
1 .910
0 .637
0.480

MODEL ESTIMATEÐ ESTIMATES WITH CORRECTION FOR

ti1 =A 1 * I p1 +81 * ( YNUT-A 1 *i p1 -A2*I p2-À3*I p3-À4*i p4
ti2=À2* I p1 +82* ( yHUr-e1 * I p1 -À2* I p2-A3*I p3_À4:k I p4
I^I3=A3*I p1 +83* ( yHUt-¡ 1 *I p1 -À2*I p2-A3*I p3-À4*I p4
I¡¡4=À4* I p'l+84:k (yNur-¡1 *I p1_À2*I p2_A3*I p3_A4* I p4

PARÀMETERS ESTiMATES

41 .01 966
-'17.87900

1117.150
339.4s00

-0.01252
0.8591 9

-0.65139
0.20486

rl
,{l

A2
À3

^tl
B1

B2
B3
B4

T RATiO

20,28
-2,99
-20.5i

47 .31
-b.J/

19.44
-h xx

6.02
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TÀBIE 4

LINEAR EXPENDITURE SYSTEM WITH B-1+82+83+84=1: sUR (No
EQUÀTION DELETED)

THE MODEL ESTIMÀTED

i^i1 =À 1 * I p1 +B'1 * (YNUT-À',I *I p'1 -À2*I p2-A3*I p3-À4*i p4 )
W2=42*I P 1 +82* ( yUUt-¡l * I P 1 -À2*I p2-43* I p3-À4*I p4 )
}i3=À3*I P 1 +33* ( yHUt-¿1 *I p'1 -À2* I p2-À3*I p3-A4* I p4 )

W4=44*I P1 +84* ( ynUf -el * I p'1 -A2*I p2-À3ìkI p3-À4*i p4 )

PÀRÀMETERS ESTIMATE T RATIO EQUÀTIONS DURBIN-WÀTSON

A1 37.79 30.81 I,¡1 0.669
A2 -6.059 -3.43 w2 0.400
À3 -60.082 -11.03 I,i3 0.38.1
A4 279.770 88.96 w4 0.662
B2 1.14737 34.31
81 -0 .0127 -9.59
83 -0 .13752 -5.56
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TABLE 5

LINEAR EXPENDITURE SYSTEM I,¡]TH B1+82+83,1+34=1
(EQUATI0N W2 DELETED)

THE MODEL ESTIMÀTED

i.¡1 =A 1 * I p'1 +81 * (YNUT-À1 *I p'1-À2*I p2-A3*i p3-A4* I p4 )

W3=A3*I P'1 +83* ( yNUf-el * I P1 -À2*I P2-A3*I P3-A4*I P4 )
I,f4=A4* I p 1 +84 * ( yHUr-A I * I p'1 -A2* I p2 -À3 * I p3-À4* I p4 )

SUR

PÀRÀMETERS

À1

A2
A3
A4
ttl
B3
B4

ESTIMATE

29.097 17
66. 96s61

-145.79
-t+t.3t
-0.00s783
-0.08369

0.95604

T RATIO

16.56
20.67
-4.69
-3.40
- t.2¿
-1 ,26
11 .30

EQUÀTioNS RSQUARE

0.97
0.79
0.91

DURBiN-}TATSON

0.523
0. 564
U.b/U

I^¡ 1

I,¡3

w¿t
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TÀBLE 6

LINEAR EXPENDITURE SYSTEM WITH B1+82+83+b4=1 : SUR (NQU¡TTOH
W4 DELETED)

THE MODEL ESTIMATED

84= 1 -82-B1 -83
I^]1 =À'1*I p1 +B 1 * (YNUT-À 1 *I pl -A2*I p2-À3* I p3-À4*I p4 )-vl3=A3* I p1 +83* ( VHUr-e1 * I p1 -A2*I p2-A3* I p3-A4* I p4 )
ti2=À2* I p1 +82* ( yHUr-¡ I *I p1 -A2* I p2-À3*I p3-À4*I p4 )

PÀRÀMETERS

À'1

A¿
A3

E¿

B3
B4

ESTTMÀTE

33.307
246.69

-208.07
-0 .44921

- 0.42747
0.00354

-0.00496

T RATIO

15.93

-4.64
-0.00
-3 .48
2.42

-u.¿l

EQUATI ONS RSQUÀRE

0. 99
0.82
0.98

DURBiN_WÀTSON

I.JÞ
n Á7?

0. 675

w¿

WJ

wl
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TABLE 7

LINEAR EXPENDITURE SYSTEM WITH B1+N2+N3+84=1: SUR (EQUATION
W3 DETETED)

MODEL ESTIMATED

i.i1 =A 1 *I p1 +B 1 * ( YNUT-A 1 *I p 1 -À2*I p2-À3*I p3-A4*i p4 )

w3=À3* I p 1 +83* ( ywur-¡ I *i p1 -À2*I p2-À3*i p3-A4*I p4 )

I.I2=À2* I p 1 +82* ( YNUT-A 1 * I p 1 -A2* i p2-À3 * I p3 -À4* I p4 )

PÀRÀMETERS ESTIMATE T RATIO EQUÀTIONS RSQUARE

wl
w¿

w4

DURBIN-WATSON

0.740
v.ö¿J
0.789

rl
11 |

A¿

A3

B1

B2
B4

4V.t5
-26.102
1282.16
4AF FA¿>J .3>

-0.00986
0 .7 6020

-0.02830

¿Þ.Þl
-4.84
¿2. JV
56.89

-6.84
¿ t.J I

- 0.98

u.v I
0. 99
0.6'1
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TABLE 8

LINEAR EXPENDITURE SYSTEM: 3SLS WITH ENDOGENOUS IMPLIcIT
PRI CES

MODEL ESTIMATED

lt 1 =A 1 *I p1 +B I * ( YNUT-A 1 *I pl -A2*I p2-À3*I p3-À4*I p4 )
w2=A2* Ip 1 +82* ( y¡¡ur-¡ 1 * I p 1 -A2* I p2-À3* I p3-A4* i p4 )
W3=À3* I P1 +83* ( YNUT_A 1 * I P1 -A2*I P2-A3* I P3-À4* I P4 )
I,l4=A4*I p1 +B4x ( yNur-¡1 *I p1 -A2*i p2-À3*i p3-À4*I p4 )

PÀRAMETERS EST]MÀTE T RATIO EQUATIONS DURBIN_I^¡ÀTSON

A'1 -17.78 -1.23
A2 -40.62 -6.59
À3 -134.19 -4.21
À4 299.45 21 .88
8',1 0.02987 2.14
82 0.83501 1 5.89
83 -0.06493 -1 .89
84 -0.20170 -2.47

wl
w¿

0.120
0.665

w3 0.726
Ì{4 1 .967
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5.2 ECoNOMETRrc RESUrrs (3srs) onl¿e¡lo sysrEM

In using SUR, we recognized explicitly that the error

terns across equations are rel-ated and maintained that the

implicit prices and the budget were exogenous. But as point-

ed out earlier, the inrplicit prices are generally endogenous

and the use of SUR does not correct for the resulting simul-

taneous equation bias. Therefore 3SLS was used. The 3StS

estimates are generally different fron the SUR estimates.

The previous Table I gives gives the 3StS estimates.

The 3StS results are quaJ.itatively and quantitatively

different from the SUR results. For example, À1 is negative

and insignificant. Nevertheress the D.I,i statistics are verv

low in both models.
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TÀBLE 9

ELASTICITIES USING SUR RESULTS ÀND 3SLS RESULTS

3SLS ELASTICiTIES

PROTEI N

PROTEIN _44.65

FÀT

ENERGY

CHOLESTEROL

SUR ETASTICITTES

PROTEIN

FAT

ENERGY

CHOLESTEROT

PROTEI N

FÀT

_U. I UJ

-1 .450

FÀT

-0.001

-1 . C04

ENERGY

-0.016

-0.765

*¿.J tu

ENERGY

0. 001 5

0.1310

4. 0280

CHOLESTEROT

-0.0051

1 .0960

0.0s90

-¿¿.¿5

CHOLESTEROT

-0.0055

-0.0422

0 . 007'1

-1.956

INCOME

n qooq

0.8244

u.t¿t

-0.125

I NCOME

-0.275

-0. 9290

0.3080

0.1 466
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5.3 DEMAND ELAST]CITIES

For the sake of comparison, we present the elasticities

using the SUR and 3SLS estimates. Notice the sharp contrast

between these estimates. Since the implicit prices in È-he

demand nodel are stochastic, the 3SLS estimates are presum-

ably superior. In terms of elasticities (table 9) and using

the 3SLS results we note that for protein, fat and energy

the o¡vn implicit prices are negative i.e if the implicit

price goes up consumption will- falI. it is for energy that

the own price elasticity is positive. The cross price elas-

ticities are negative and low suggesting that Iittle substi-

tution takes place. That the l-ower part of table 9 is enrpty

should not be interpreted to mean that elasticities are sym-

metric because ((ôxi/ôPj)/(xi/Pj)) is different from

( (Ox1/0pi)/(xjlpi) ). The elasticities of the fat-cholester-

o1 and lhe energy-cholesterol pairs are positive suggesting

that they are substitutes. From the consumer's perspective

they are substitutes in the sense that all are negatively

valued and the consumerts objecLive is not to reduce one

while increasing the intake of the other but to reduce his

consumption of both simultaneously. The income (nutrients

expenditure) elasticities for protein, fat and energy are

positive and less than one so that an increase in the nut-

rients budget results in a proportionately smaller increase

in the demand for nutrients. This income elasticity is neg-

ative for cholesterol and indicates that an increase in the
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budget actually leads to a decrease in the cholesterol

intake which is what one should expect if cholesterol is

strongly negatively perceived by the consumer.
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TABTE 1 O

TEST FOR THE STÀBILITY OF THE PARAMETERS: 1960-1S73.
1974-1987 '''- '

THE ESTIMÀTED MODEL: THE MODEL BELOW COMBINED WITH ITS UNRESTRICTED VERSION

PÀRMS A1 1 A1 2 A21 A22 A31 À32 A41 A42 811 812 821 P,22 831 832
41.1=À12i n21=A22i 491=A32i A41=A42; 811=B1Zi 821=822; 831=832i
ABWl = ( ¡1 1 *St P1 +81 1 * ( ¡y¡lut-À 1 1 *Bi p1 -À2 1 *BI p2-À3 1 *¡i p3-e¿ 1,rBI p4 i

+ ( A 1 2*AI p 1 +3 1 2* ( AYNUT-À 1 2 *ÀI p 1 - A22* Arp2-À3 2*AI p3-À4 2*AI p4 ) )
ABW2= ( À2 1 * BI P 1 +921 * ( BYNUT-A'I'I *BI P 1 -A2 1 *BI P2-À3'1'KBI P3-A4 1 *BI P4 )

+ ( A22*Ar p 1 +s22* ( evNur-¡ 1 2*ÀI p1 -À22*Ar p2-À3 2*ÀI p3-À4 2*Ar p4 ) ) ;
ÀBW3= ( ¡3 1 *nr p1 +33 1 * ( gvHur-A1 1 *Br p1 -À2 1 *Bi p2-À3 1 *Br p3-A4 1 *Br p4 ) i

+ ( A32*Àr p.1 +83 2* ( ¡vHur-e I 2*ÀI p1 -À22*AI p2-A32*ÀI p3-A4 2*Ài p4 ) )
ABW4= ( À4 1 *BI p 1 +B4 1 * ( gvHUt-À'1 1 *BI p1 -À2 1 *Bi p2-A3 1 *BI p3-A4 1 *Bi p4 )

+ ( ¡42*¡i p.1 +842* ( ¡yHur-¡ I 2*AI p 1 -A2 2*ÀI p2-À3 2*ÀI p3-À4 2*AI p4 ) )

UNCONSTRAINED IINEÀR EXPENDITURE SYSTEM WITH 3StS.

PÀRÀMETER ESTTMATE T RAT]0 EQUÀTr0N DURBIN-WÀISON

B41 842;
541=842i

À11
A12
A21
A22
AJI
A32
A41
A42
811
812
B21
822
831
832
841
842

-30.826 -1,41
-67. 500 -3.68
-128.23 -3.8s

-8s.6800 -2.06
-167 .7 4 -2.70
-101 .26 1 .84
258.34 6.88
433.60 13.8'1
0. 0358 1 2.22
0. 04458 3 ,21
0 . 55847 6. 90
0.60908 4,21

-0.034s7 -0.80
-0.04241 -1 .36
-0. '1 '1887 -2.50
-0.07766 -3.01

PROTEIN 0.233
FÀT 0.372
ENERGY 0.585
cHorEsT ',l . 107

OBJECTM*N=69. 21

CONSTRAINED tINEÀR EXPENDITURE SYSTEM T.IITH 3StS.

PÀRÀMETERS A12
ESTiMATE -17.78
T RATIO -1.23

EQUÀTi0N
DURBIN-WÀTSON

A¿¿
-40.62
-6.59

PROTEIN
0.120

812 822
0.0299 0.835
2.14 15.89

CHOTESTEROT
1 .967

A32
-134.19

-+..¿l

FAT
0.665

A42
299.45
21.88

ENERGY

0.726

832
-0.0649
-1.89

842
-0.2017
-¿.+ I

OBJECTM*N=1 30. 73
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5.4 TESTING FOR STABILITY OVER TIME

Earlier we speculated that consumers have been primarily

concerned with the nutrient content of food only during the

70's and 80's. This would imply the model developed may be

valid only for that period. Table 10 reports estimates of

the nutrient demand equations allowing for variation in

coefficients between the period 1960-1973 and 197Q-1987. The

B coefficients are somewhat similar between the two periods

and generally significant, indicating that the impacts of

supernumerary incone on nutrient demands do not differ sub-

stantially between the two periods. The hypothesis of sta-

bility of coefficients over the two periods was tested fol-
lowing Gallant and Joergenson (1979). In Table 10 the

unconstrained model assumes that parameters are different

over the two periods and the constrained version restricts

coefficients to be to be identical over the two periods. The

test is based on the difference in value of the least

squares criteria for these two models. Under the hypothesis

of stability, the statistic OBJECTM*N for the restricted

and unrestricted models is distributed Chi-square with eight

degrees of freedom (the number of restrictions on coeffi-

cients implied by stability). Thus the hypothesis of stabil-
ity of coefficients between 1960-1973 and 1974-198j is

rejected at all levels of significance.



Chapter VI

SIJMMARY ÀND CONCTUSiON

There were three objectives of thi thesis: (1) to deter-

mine the shadow prices for selected nutrients; Q) to use

these implicit prices to estimate the demand for nutrients

and (3) to test for the stability of the demand parameters

over time.

Hedonic prices equations for beef Ìoincuts, beef hipcuts,

beef ribcuts, beef chuck cuts, beef stewing lean, ground

beef, pork loin cuts, pork shoulder cuts, pork sausages,

pork bacon, chicken, turkey, margarine, butter, canola oiI
and salad dressing were estimated using annual cross section

data on commodiLy prices and nutrient content in order to

obtain irnplicit prices for nutrients in each year. Then a

linear expenditure system yras specified for nutrient demands

as a function of implicit prices and supernumerary income.

Since the implicit prices are stochastic, this system of

equations was estimated by three stage least squares as well

as seemingly unrelated regression.

The econometric results of

consumers have been valuing

entire period 1960-'1987 whil-e

atively valuedt Q) fat has an

this study suggest that (1)

protein positively for the

energy is consistently neg-

ambiguous valuation due the

- 70 -
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dual role of fat as a nutrient and a taste enhancer, (3)

cholesterol is positively valued up to the late 70's while

it is negatively valueC for the 80's. This l-ast result is
consistent r+ith the hypothesis of a shift away from food

products v¡ith high cholesterol content such as eggs. Neg-

ative impJ.icit prices are interpreted as a positive willing-

ness to pay by the consumers for the removal of the attri-
bute from the food product. Àlternatively they can be seen

as the optimal discount for people to buy the product with

the undesired characteristics.

The cross price elasticities suggest that Iittle substi-

tution takes pLace among nutrients. Income elasticities
indicate that protein, fat and energy are normal goods while

chol-esterol appears to be an inferior good. Own price elas-

ticilies for protein, fat and cholesterol have the expected

sign and are very high. Demands for these three nutrients

are very sensitive to ovrn prices. Energy has a positive own

price elasticity.

These results are qualitatively comparable to Eastwood

el al's estj.mates for protein and fat. In their case Èhe

fal-protein cross price elasticity is -0.013, the protein

olln price elasticity is -0.009 while its income elasticity
is equal to 0.075. For fat these elasticilies are respec-

tively -0.034 and 0.065. Naturatly, care must be exercised

in making these comparisons because of differencies in meth-

odolog i es.
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The hypothesis of stability of nutrient demand across the

two periods was rejected. This result is not surprising. To

the extent that consumers have acquired more knowledge and

information about nutrition over time we would expect shifts
in preferences for nutrients.
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